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The Scholomance (Romanian: ÅžolomanÅ£Äƒ, SolomonÄƒrie) was a fabled school of black magic in
Transylvania, which was run by the Devil.The school enrolled about ten students to become the
Solomonari.Courses taught included the speech of animals and magic spells. One of the graduates was
chosen by the Devil to be the Weathermaker and tasked with riding a dragon to control the weather.
Scholomance - Wikipedia
It is relatively common, especially in the United States, to find the caduceus, with its two snakes and wings,
used as a symbol of medicine instead of the Rod of Asclepius, with only a single snake.This usage was
popularised largely as a result of the adoption of the caduceus as its insignia by the U.S. Army Medical Corps
in 1902 at the insistence of a single officer (though there are ...
Caduceus - Wikipedia
excerpt from The Sergeant's Apprentice, fantasy. cover art Â© Brad Fraunfelter The Nameless World Goes
to War! When the necromancers resume their assault on the ...
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Welcome to Dolmenwood (system neutral) All right, so this humble FREE pdf clocks in at 6 pages, 1 of which
is the front cover; the second page contains the editorial â€“ and the rest provides exactly what it says on the
tin: An introduction to Dolmenwood!
Endzeitgeist
I've been interested in science since a young age, and in gaming since I first played D&D (the box with a red
dragon on it) in junior high. I occasionally dream of going back to school for an astrophysics degree or
becoming a professional RPG writer.
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